
Choose and customise your itinerary, 
and we’ll do the rest

TRAVELLING
ACCORDING TO
IN TRAVEL



In Travel works to give you an unforgettable 
holiday or business trip

ABOUT US



A PASSION FOR TRAVEL

We don’t want to be spoon-fed and shuttled to the same old places. We are passionate 
about travel because we understand that a journey is a life experience. That’s why travelling 
with In Travel is a way to see the world through the eyes of the people who live in it, the 
authentic rhythm of their daily lives, sometimes frenetic, and sometimes tranquil. 

We get excited when we pack our bags and imagine our next trip. And that’s why we love 
helping you create yours, and becoming part of your dream. 

DO YOU REMEMBER THE LAST TIME YOU WERE THRILLED BY A HOLIDAY? 

For us, it’s not enough for clients to like their chosen destination. We want to thrill them, 
finding another way for them to visit the places everyone has seen, and discovering secret 
corners even in the most well-worn tourist sites. 

They may be classics... but we like to reinvent them.

THE PACKING LIST

When a route is created and the client personalises it, we imagine how carefully they’ll pack 
for the trip. Every landscape, site or museum will be a snapshot with their experience at the 
centre. 

We create a journey for you the same way you pack your bag, choosing each object and 
each garment to reflect your hopes and expectations. 

Don’t forget anything! Fill your suitcase with wishes and we’ll do the rest.

We know that tiny details can turn a trip into a unique experience 

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
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WE WORK TO MAKE SURE EVERYTHING GOES WELL

Our daily work at In Travel involves phone calls, correspondence and a great deal of dialogue 
with the client and with our service providers, to find exactly what we’re looking for in each 
trip. When we get a request we assess it and study every way we can make it into a perfect 
holiday. 

A lot of hard work and a lot of imagination too, which is always rewarded by the happiness 
of the traveller. We never run out of new ideas, and we make sure we keep looking for new 
things to do and experience at our destinations. 

A SINGLE SPACE AND A LOT OF COMMUNICATION

We work in a single multidisciplinary space, because each member of In Travel is in contact 
with the others and shares their experience with them. This enables us to know and choose 
the best options for the person asking for a personalised itinerary. 

Our most valuable assets are being able to deal directly with people and get to know them, 
and a workplace where everyone has something to contribute.

A QUESTION OF TRUST

In Travel works hard to create professional results and a climate of empathy and trust, so 
you can feel sure that all your ideas will be brought to a successful conclusion, in every travel 
experience and for every traveller.

The goals guiding our everyday work do not stop at the provision of a high quality service. 
They go much further. In Travel is sincerely committed to the goals of your tourism 
business, with the needs and wishes of your end clients always in mind.

You imagine the trip, we make it real

MEET THE TEAM
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THE FIRST STEP: WHERE TO GO?

Some travellers are so sure of their destination and how they want to experience it that 
there is no need to discuss anything and we can get straight to work. But in most cases 
we begin with basic schedules which are adjusted to suit the tastes of the client. These 
itineraries are the result of many years of contact with the tastes and needs of travellers, 
and act as the first sketch, helping us to find the ideal final tour.

With this in mind, we present our suggestions. A few ideas from In Travel for those about to 
embark on a new adventure, to begin or continue travelling. 

MADE TO MEASURE

However, what really makes us different is how we make each traveller the star of their own 
tourism experience, which is totally integrated in the itinerary or the destination. This is 
made possible by designing personalised circuits and options to fit the dreams, goals and 
expectations of each end client.

The work of the In Travel team consists of getting to know our clients, listening to them and 
building custom receptive services personalised down to the last detail. 
Personalised circuits, unique excursions and transfer services to fit the client’s 
requirements are the features which shape our unique receptive services.

A DIFFERENT STORY FOR EVERY INCENTIVE

In Travel specialises in business trips and the MICE segment (Meetings, Incentives, 
Conventions & Exhibitions), with a wide-ranging, specialised and diversified catalogue 
of receptive tour operator services in destinations in Spain, Portugal, Russia, the rest of 
Europe, Israel, the Middle and Far East, Africa and the United States. 

We listen carefully to your needs and wishes in order to bring you the best totally 
personalised offers in events, incentives, trade fairs, professional meetings, congresses, 
seminars, conventions, expositions, business forums and any other types of event forming 
part of the MICE tourism sector.

And in incentive trips we also like to create stories, where everything is exclusive and 
focused on creating a unique experience and a lasting memory for the business traveller. 

… and give them your personal touch

DISCOVER OUR DESTINATIONS
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CONTACT

Anywhere, anytime, contact In Travel and you will find a team of 
multi-lingual professionals ready to turn your 
client´s dreams and expectations into reality.

24 hours a day, 365 days a year, the services of In Travel will be 
available to you, your business and your end clients.

Head office: 

In Travel by Iscar Travel Services, S.L.
Calle Lorenzo Solano Tendero, 8 - 1 ª, 28043 Madrid. España

Telephone:  +34 917.161.974
Fax:  +34 917.591.151

Email:    info@intravel.es

www.intravel.es


